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Increased interest in Arctic

 Economical  Activity 
 Geopolitical 
 Climate change 



Increased interest is linked to  
increased access to the Arctic

Less sea ice:
 New opportunities
 New challenges
 New uncertainties

Arctic sea ice extent, from Sept. 16. 2012 compares 
to the average minimum extent over the past 30 
years (in yellow)

Credit: NASA/Goddard Scientific Visualization Studio 



The Research Council of Norway
– a key player in Norwegian research 

 Adviser to the government 

 Finance and stimulate public and 
private R&D
 Annual Budget of 1 billion €

from 17 ministries
 Covers all fields of science and 

technology

 Networking and dissemination

 International collaboration



Arctic and Polar Research – A priority

Research Strategies and policies
 Policy for Norwegian polar research
 Research Strategy for the Arctic and Northern Areas

 Approx. 80 mill € annually
 Programs, Independent projects, 

Infrastructures, Centres



The value of international 
collaboration in the North….

Avoid Fragmentation…. ...and unnecessary 
duplication

Strengthen quality and 
capacity…

…and synergies



3 parallel sessions
Part I 
 Geopolitics in a

changing Arctic
Part II 
 Marine harvesting

in the Arctic
Part III 
 Arctic Marine 

Productivity

The science section 
of the Arctic Frontiers conference 



Part I: Geopolitics in a changing Arctic

Artic Security in a global context
 How do we study security?
 How is the arctic influenced by great power politics?
 New sea routes
The Arctic in a global energy picture
• The Arctic’s contribution to energy security
• Jurisdictional issues 
New stakeholders in the Arctic
• China, South Korea, japan, India
• EU
• Cooperation and conflicts



Part II: Marine harvesting in the Arctic

Usually the higher trophic levels
sustain the harvest in the Arctic
 Who will win the battle between 

resident Arctic species and invasive 
species?

 Arctic species are adapted to “long 
winters” by e.g. storing lipids, less so 
for species from higher temperate 
zones. How will less nutritional prey 
affect the ecosystem?

 How will changed migration routes 
due to changing climate affect the 
ecosystem? 

 Will there be new fisheries into the 
Arctic Ocean?

Photo: J. Søreide

Wassmann et al. 2006



Part III: Arctic Marine productivity

 How will less sea ice 
affect the production 
regime and timing?

 What is the fate of 
the production?

 How will multiple 
stressors affect the 
ecosystem structure 
and the production?

 Will Arctic species be 
replaced by “new” 
species from further 
south?

P. Wassmann, UiT



Best knowledge needed
Reduce uncertainties 
Handle uncertainties

Create a common international knowledgebase
Legitimacy

Communication
scientific community, policymakers, stakeholders

Achieve sustainable environmental management
Responsible utilization of marine resources  



Good Luck 
with the scientific conference!


